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Executive Summary 

The Deliverable 5.1 is the first version of the System Dynamics Model (SDM). As it is written 

in the Work Package description, SDM will combine “quantitative and qualitative techniques 

to explore the future directory, interdependencies and impact of different policies, endogenous 

and exogenous factors for the 12 participating study areas until 2040. This will be done 

collaboratively and iteratively, with foresight and system dynamics practitioners working side 

by side with regional stakeholders over a period of time to explore, model and validate regional 

futures”. 

According to the description above, the first version of the SDM initiates the way by proposing 

a framework or template to be worked in depth with the pilots. 

The first version has been designed taking into account the different pieces of the PoliRural 

project, specially the technical ones (Text Mining and Innovation Hub) and the pilots, 

ultimately responsible for the application of the outputs. As stated in chapter 2, the process 

to design the first version of the SDM starts from the definition of rural attractiveness worked 

out in the consortium (D 1.1 Envisioning More Attractive Rural Places and Professions):  

“Rural attractiveness is sustainable rural communities with access to high quality public 

services, a thriving and diverse local economy where agriculture related activities are 

complemented by sustainable tourism and other forms of employment in a working 

countryside, and an attractive, ecologically rich and accessible countryside in which the 

environment and biodiversity are conserved and enhanced” 

The design included a review of the general literature of rural development, as well as System 

Dynamics literature in this area; and also, from the first analysis of the Flanders pilot area, 

taken as an example. The complete literature review and process of construction can be found 

on chapter 2. 

The model as such is explained in chapter 3. The main dynamics considered are the ones 

affecting POPULATION, LAND USE and AGRICULTURAL MODEL. From these three main topics 

it is possible to unfold most of the issues concerning rural development, as explained in the 

chapter. 

There is also a structure of the information poured into the model. Depending on the nature 

of the information, a different layer will be affected. This is especially relevant for the output 

coming out from Text Mining analysis. This way information can be ordered in the following 

layers and their correspondence in the structure of the model: 

• LAYER 1 MEGATRENDS – considered as exogenous variables 

• LAYER 2 TRENDS AT REGIONAL LEVEL – local effects of exogenous variables 

• LAYER 3 POLICY OPTIONS – endogenous variables (explained in the model) 

• LAYER 4 POLICY IMPLEMENTATIONS AND PROGRAMMING – scenarios 
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The resulting model is divided in 9 modules: 

• POPULATION 

• LAND USE 

• POST SCHOOL (POPULATION) WILL 

• RURAL EMPLOYMENT 

• WORKING AGE AND ELDERLY (POPULATION) WILL 

• AGRICULTURE 

• AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

• INFRAESTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE 

• TERRITORIAL CAPITAL 

The Conclusion chapter contains specific aspects of the model to be improved, in terms of 

both the structure and the interface (including a revision of the terms used). It also contains a 

reflexion on the need for simplicity for the local agents to understand the scope and 

usefulness of the SDM.  

Finally, next steps are explained considering the relation with the pilots but also with the other 

technical pieces, and a foresight for the evolution of the model in the versions 2, 3 and 4.  
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1 Introduction 

PoliRural objective number 3 is to “explore the future trajectory of rural development in 

regions using a hybrid foresight approach (quantitative plus qualitative), taking into account 

both historic and current situation”.  

In particular there are 3 sub-objectives deriving from this general one: 

• 3.1: Build conceptual models of rural ecosystems using quantitative and qualitative 

methods. 

• 3.2: Translate the concept into computer model – interactive simulator – which 

makes it easy for decision makers to understand the interrelationships involved in 

policy change. 

• 3.3: Advance a combined approach (system dynamics plus scenario modelling) as a 

new viable method for advancing rural policy objectives. 

Deliverable 5.1. is the first iteration in the path towards the final objective. A first version of 

the System Dynamics Model (SDM) that is going to evolve until the final version at the end of 

the project. 

Having said this, the initial version of the model had also some other objectives, responding 

to the logic of the whole project and the relation with the other parts involved, technical as 

well as territorial. These objectives are summed up below: 

• Understand Text Mining’s added value to the process and start defining with the TM 

team the products expected from them in the context of SDM. 

• Introduce the concepts and examples of System Dynamic Modelling to the pilots and 

provide them with the approach for gathering information and knowledge required 

to build the SDM models. 

• Analyse the detailed complexity of the model and start thinking of ways to simplify it 

for the final user, making it more interactive and ultimately user friendly. 

• Consider the different levels of information coming into the model and setting up the 

specifications to integrate each level to its correspondent application. 

• Start testing the model’s publication software both by the builder and the final user.  
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2 Model Building Process 

The model building process has followed several phases including: (i) literature review; (ii) 

identification of the main dynamics and system borders; (iii) design of a provisional structure 

of sub-systems; and (iv) system’s design. This process has given a conceptual and structural 

background for the first attempt at creating the system. 

2.1 Literature review 

The aim of this first approach has been identifying dynamics and issues shared by the pilot 

areas in a European context. The review included theoretical and academic literature, 

specialized System Dynamics literature and bibliography of a pilot area. 

Main source of information for the academic literature has been Deliverable 1.1 Envisioning 

More Attractive Rural Places & Professions, which has an exhaustive overview of the rural 

development facts and trends. An output from the overview included lists of tags identified 

as being important concepts in the field for rural development. Some of these tags are listed 

below. 

AGRICULTURE – PERIURBAN AGRICULTURE - FARMERS – YOUNG FARMERS – TOURISM – 

URBANISATION - COUNTERURBANISATION – MIGRATION – NEW ENTRANTS HURDLESS – 

SOCIAL INNOVATION – GENDER – ENTREPRENEURSHIP – DIVERSITY – MULTIFUNCTIONALITY 

- RURAL ATTRACTIVENESS – ASSET-BASED RURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT – STATIC 

CAPITAL - TERRITORIAL CAPITAL – RURAL EMPLOYMENT – LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS – SHORT 

FOOD CHAINS 

With this approach a first delimitation of the field of study was settled, giving way to the 

System Dynamics literature review. The main source for this review has been the Bibliography 

provided by the System Dynamics Society, which contains more than 12.000 references 

coming from SD technical publications as well as procedures from international SD 

conferences. 

The results helped identify the approach and the main dynamics on which the authors focus 

their works. Dynamics are normally explained with Causal Loop Diagrams (CLD). Below are 

some examples of dynamics shown in Kopainsky and Rieder (2004)1. 

 

1 Birgit Kopainsky and Peter Rieder (2004). Processes and determinants of rural development in Switzerland. 

22nd International System Dynamics Conference, Oxford, UK. 
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Figure 1 Example of dynamic with Causal Loop Diagram (Self-help capacity and initiatives) 

 

 

Figure 2 Example of dynamic explained in CLD (Basic scheme of the regional economy) 

Last step in the literature review involved the analysis of the bibliography provided by a pilot 

area. The area analysed was Flanders, and it was based on the document BE-Flanders-

txtmining provided to the text mining team and containing a detailed background knowledge 

of the region.  

From the insights extracted from Flanders and considering all the knowledge gathered 

through the literature review, the main dynamics and the system border was fixed.  
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2.2 Identification of the main dynamics and system borders 

The complementary sources reviewed were enough to have a first approximation of the main 

dynamics taking part in rural development, specially focusing on the issues and challenges 

ahead. 

When developing the main dynamics, the rest of issues are unfolded so that the whole map 

of the rural reality can be reflected. The dynamics considered at this stage were: 

• POPULATION 

Decreasing population is a central issue when tackling rural development. Besides, 

population dynamics are closely linked to variables such as jobs, income, education or 

services and it is also possible to talk about concepts like newcomers or rural 

attractiveness. 

 

• LAND USE 

Competition between land uses is normal in the European context. Agriculture and 

natural land, which is more related to rural ecosystems, compete with cities’ expansion, 

productive or even degraded land. Dynamics affecting land use will then be also affecting 

rural habitats and agricultural models in a densely populated territory. When talking 

about regions, which can involve both cities and rural areas, land use dynamics acquire a 

major role in shaping rural systems. 

 

• AGRICULTURAL MODEL 

Agriculture lies at the centre of European rural regions. Agricultural model is central to 

the definition of the productive sector, jobs and incomes. Its role is also evident in shaping 

landscapes and environmental and natural variables. Concepts such as local food systems 

or short food chains can be introduced, as well as policies at European level namely CAP. 

AGRICULTURAL MODEL will be defined not only by the productive model but also by 

variables like intensity of capital use or local knowledge integration. 

Taking these three dynamics as a departure point it is possible to unfold most of the issues 

identified in the literature review. 

Besides identifying the main dynamics, an initial approach to the system limits was needed. In 

this sense, a working document produced by the WP5 leader CKA following a meeting with 

KAJO and AVINET was key to defining the first classification of text mining outputs as 

information levels for the system dynamics model. So, a Task for the text mining team serves 

as an input for the model: 
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TASK 
NAME (TEXT 

MINING) 
INFORMATION LEVEL 

TRANSLATION IN 

THE MODEL 

1 

Global Mega-trends and 

high level drivers of 

change 

EXOGENOUS VARIABLES 
Not described in the model, 

but affecting the dynamics 

2 
Relevant trends at 

regional level 

EXOGENOUS VARIABLE‘S 

EFFECTS 

How exogenous variables 

are impacting the system 

3 Policy Options MAIN DYNAMICS Dynamic structure 

4 

Policy Options 

(Implementation and 

Programming) 

SCENARIOS 
Scenarios construction and 

analysis 

Table 1 Text Mining tasks and information levels 

2.3 Design of a provisional structure of sub-systems 

Once the main dynamics have been identified and system’s borders stablished, the initial 

approach to sub-system structure can be put in place. The structure is going to be the base 

for the first version of the model. Figure 3 shows this initial structure with the main dynamics 

limiting the area where the rest of dynamics unfold. 

 

 

Figure 3 Provisional Sub-system’s Structure 
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Principal modules representing the main dynamics are described in 2.2, the rest of sub-

systems describe secondary dynamics (not in terms of importance, but rather in terms of 

cause and effect in relation to the primary ones). 

• RURAL ATTRACTIVENESS 

It involves all the dynamics causing people to move to or move from rural areas. Variables 

defining rural attractiveness will come from other modules (e.g. RURAL EMPLOYMENT, 

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL, INFRASTRUCTURERS/QUALITY OF LIFE). The impact of rural 

attractiveness will be particularly pronounced on the POPULATION model, as it will set the 

flow of people from cities to rural areas and vice versa. 

• TERRITORIAL CAPITAL 

This is a concept often quoted in the literature, gathering a number of issues related to 

the territory and its management: natural and ecological values, geography and culture, 

social environment and governance. Territorial capital is a key component of rural 

attractiveness. It also affects land use and agricultural model sub-systems.  

• RURAL EMPLOYMENT 

Employment is the base for a stable rural population. It will therefore play a key role in 

Rural Attractiveness. A big part of the rural employment will be defined by the agricultural 

model, but secondary and tertiary sectors are increasingly opening new opportunities for 

rural developments. The dynamics involving old and new approaches to rural employment 

will be reflected in this sub-system. 

• INFRASTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE 

This sub-system has a high degree of interaction with other sub-systems e.g. territorial 

capital, population, land use, agricultural model. Its effects can be positive (accessibility 

for people and business) or negative (landscape degradation, spreading urbanisation). We 

will consider here mobility infrastructures, public services and less tangible variables such 

as social capital. 

Although its elements are described individually, the system has to be thought of as a whole, 

so the interactions are a constitutive part of the system, and sub-system’s description is just 

a means to understand the system reflecting the rural reality. 

2.4 System’s Design 

Once the main dynamics, the borders of the system, and the initial approach to the sub-

systems have been defined, we can then proceed to model development. Next chapter 

explains the first version of the PoliRural System Dynamics Model. 
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3 Description of PoliRural Model 1 

To introduce the model, we will first define the main dynamics involved and the modules 

explaining them; then the structure and description of each of the nine modules will be 

presented. 

3.1 Main Dynamics 

The Main Dynamics are the ones described above: POPULATION, LAND USE and 

AGRICULTURAL MODEL. Now it is time to explain how they are treated and reflected in the 

model. 

• POPULATION 

Population is described as two aging chains (a flow from birth to death with several stages 

or stocks, in this case four stages as explained later on), one for the urban population and 

the other one for the rural population. Basic ratios have the same values for both chains. 

The key to the population system is the net immigration from rural to urban and vice versa. 

The regulation of this flow is in the base of the whole system and it allows the deployment 

of all the issues related to rural development. 

 

 

Figure 4 Population Dynamics Scheme 

• LAND USE 

To reflect the competition for land use in a given territory, regulate the flows between 

certain stocks. Mega trends as well as regional trends will define the pressure put on the 

different flows e.g. spreading urbanisation together with an increasing population will put 

pressure on the flows pointing to settlement land. The figure below shows the stocks 

considered and the flows between them. 

 

URBAN
POPULATION
AGING CHAIN

RURAL
POPULATION
AGING CHAIN

Net migration
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Figure 5 Stocks and flows in LAND USE dynamics 

• AGRICULTURAL MODEL 

Since the agricultural model is region specific and as such needs to be defined locally, the 

dynamics at this stage are presented in general terms and will largely reflect the case of 

Flanders (because of its use as a regional example). General dynamics are based on very 

basic indicators, such as average profit per ha, average workers per ha, mean yield per ha, 

etcetera. With the example of Flanders, some other structures were introduced in the 

model e.g. different ratios for integration model and local food system model; 

multifunctionality of farms, access to land or intensity of capital use. 

3.2 Structure 

To reflect the primary and secondary dynamics, a system comprising nine modules has been 

built. The modules are as follows: POPULATION, LAND USE, POST SCHOOL (AGE GROUP) WILL, 

WORKING AGE AND ELDERLY WILL, AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, 

INFRASTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE, TERRITORIAL CAPITAL. 
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In the figure below, you can see the interaction between the nine modules. Whenever a 

variable defined in a module is used in some other module, there is an arrow linking the two. 

 

Figure 6 Modules structure 

3.3 Description of modules 

3.3.1 POPULATION MODULE 

In the base of the population module there is a double aging chain structure. The first one is 

Urban Population Aging Chain. The basic stocks or stages in the chain are INFANT AND SCHOOL 

AGE, POST SCHOOL, WORKING AGE and ELDERLY. In every stock there are inflows and 

outflows considering net migration (in or out of the system) and deaths. All these ratios are 

exogenous (not defined in the system). Figure 7 represents the basic Urban Population aging 

chain (the cloud symbol means the flow is either coming into or out of the system). 
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Figure 7 Urban Population Aging Chain 

The second aging chain is Rural Population and it follows the same structure as Urban 

Population. As mentioned above, the key driver of the population module is the interaction 

between both chains, influenced by the net migration flows. 

Net migration flows represent the total flow coming in or out the rural areas. The regulation 

of these flows will allow all the issues concerning rural attractiveness to be reflected. Figure 8 

shows the interaction between the two chains. 

 

Figure 8 Relation Urban and Rural Population by NET MIGRATION flows 

To regulate NET MIGRATION flows, from rural to urban, or the other way around, two 

variables representing the will to stay rural and the will to move rural (from the city) have 

been defined. 

Please be aware that language used is one of the issues to be improved in the following 

versions of the model. You can read more about this subject in the conclusion. 
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Given that every population cohort will consider different factors when it comes to staying in 

or moving to a rural area, different variables have been defined, as shown in the figure below. 

In the case of INFANT AND SCHOOL AGE population, the variable used is the same as in 

WORKING AGE population, but for the children it will depend on their parent’s decision. 

The ‘will’ variables are defined in the next modules. 

 

Figure 9 Interaction between age chains with flows regulation 

3.3.2 POST SCHOOL (PS) WILL 

The underlying structure of the two so-called WILL modules is the same structure: willingness 

to stay rural and willingness to move rural regulate the net flow from one stock to the other. 

The dynamics influencing people’s decision to stay or to move to a rural area are difficult to 

define. The modules have been designed in accordance with general patterns found in the 

literature and improved based on local insights. 

In the case of POST SCHOOL population, we considered the following factors that might 

influence one’s decision to move to a urban environment or stay in rural: accessibility to higher 

studies (an indicator for this could be commuting time for students, then MOBILITY 

INFRASTRUCTURES will also be a factor affecting the will to stay); job prospect in the area; 

training related to the local production (not only agriculture but also training in other local 

resources or services); and territorial capital (defined in another module). Based on the 

specific literature of the Flanders region, the model also considers women migration in this 

module. 

On the other hand, the model considers that urban post-school population will decide to move 

into rural depending only on territorial capital and local production related training. 
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Figure 10 on next page shows the final structure of the POST SCHOOL WILL module.  

Variables with the name in italic and the circles or squares in dashed lines are defined in other 

modules.  

 

Figure 10 POST SCHOOL WILL module 

3.3.3 WORKING AGE (POPULATION) AND ELDERLY WILL 

In the case of rural areas, the model considers that working age population will decide to stay 

in a rural area depending on EMPLOYMENT, QUALITY OF LIFE and TERRITORIAL CAPITAL. 

Women migration is also included based on the case of Flanders, where rural migration by 

women has been previously observed. 

For city inhabitants, the decision is based on several factors: TERRITORIAL CAPITAL is again a 

variable; COMMUTERS (depending on the quality of mobility infrastructures and the housing 

price differential); multifunctionality of farms; and the easiness for newcomers to stablish a 

new business. 

Elderly population will make their decision based on TERRITORIAL CAPITAL, QUALITY OF LIFE 

and MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES. For the elderly urban population, an additional factor to 

consider is housing price differential. Figure 11 below shows the structure of the module. 
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Figure 11 WORKING AGE POPULATION AND ELDERLY WILL module 

3.3.4 LAND USE 

Land use module reflects the dynamic explained in 3.1. Different interests/demands compete 

with each other to obtain more land for development e.g. housing, agricultural, green space, 

rail links. Local dynamic is translated in the way and the degree each use of land is developing. 

In this case, the dynamics translated consider the expansion of settlement land and activity 

areas, both of which put pressure on agriculture land and so increase its price, making it less 

accessible to new entrants. 
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Figure 12 LAND USE module 

3.3.5 AGRICULTURE and AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

The objective of these two modules is to describe the agricultural model of production. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION picks up the basic values of the local model of production: 

average workers per ha, average profit per ha and yield per ha. These values can be obtained 

by combining several local sub-models, as in the case of the model where LOCAL FOOD 

SYSTEM (LFS) as well as INTEGRATION were considered. 
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Figure 13 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION module 

With the values here obtained AGRICULTURE module defines the average area of farms, the 

total number of farms and the primary farm income (considering only agricultural incomes). 
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Figure 14 Basic AGRICULTURE module structure 

To this basic structure, secondary incomes and total agricultural employment is added, by 

considering variables from the AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION module. Secondary farm 

incomes have been also incorporated, in this case depending on the distance to urban centres, 

as defined in the Flanders case. 

Finally, the capacity of attracting newcomers is introduced, taking into account factors 

considered of importance in the literature, such as access to land, intensity of capital use or 

capacity to take initiatives. 

Figure 15 shows the complete picture of the AGRICULTURE module. 
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Figure 15 AGRICULTURE module 

3.3.6 INFRASTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE 

A very basic model to approach the concept of QUALITY OF LIFE have been built. Quality of 

life is defined considering accessibility to public services, education and training and other 

services; social capital; and territorial capital. 

Since accessibility is not only a function of the services themselves, but also of the capacity to 

access them, MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES, here considered as a stock, plays an important 

role in the model. Figure 16 below shows the complete module. 
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Figure 16 INFRASTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE module 

3.3.7 TERRITORIAL CAPITAL 

Territorial capital is made up of both intrinsic and built/constructed values. Geography and 

physical assets are intrinsic values, and they will have a fixed value for every region. The 

extension of agricultural and natural land, as well as the ecological value or the capacity to 

integrate local knowledge also affect the final value of the territorial capital. The final structure 

is presented in figure 17. 
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Figure 17 TERRITORIAL CAPITAL module 

3.3.8 RURAL EMPLOYMENT 

Rural employment considers not only agriculture but also secondary and tertiary sectors. The 

approach has considered the capacity of the area to create new initiatives, in agriculture, 

services or industry. In the case of the agricultural sector, this capacity is linked to the local 

knowledge integration (defined by the agricultural production model). For other sectors, the 

capacity will be considered an exogenous variable (unless stated otherwise by the pilots and 

with enough data supporting it). Figure 18 below shows the structure of this module. 
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Figure 18 RURAL EMPLOYMENT module 
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4 Conclusion 

The aim of the first version of the model is to build a framework for the pilots to understand 

the approach of SDM and to think about their own specificities, starting from the general 

model drawn. In this sense, the model here presented is a good point of departure. 

After the first consultation session with two pilot areas this was the impression, although 

some improvements were proposed to advance the initial version. Some improvements 

concerned the language used. The idea is to get as close as possible to the terms used in local 

statistics and data. These appreciations will be considered for the following versions of the 

model, as part of the forthcoming work with and by the pilot areas. 

It has to be noted that it is not only a question of language. The framework has to be improved 

by pilot areas and adapted to their local realities. The following example can help understand 

these ideas more clearly. It is a reflection on the WILL-concept in the modules expressing the 

possibility to stay or move to a rural area. After a first web meeting, the concept was 

considered too strong and closed to incorporate all the ideas involved in this kind of decision. 

The following image elaborated by consortium partner Tuula Löytty (Smart & Lean) collects 

some of these ideas and will be the base for the evolution of the modules POST SCHOOL WILL 

and WORKING AGE AND ELDERLY WILL. 

 

Figure 19 Ideas to evolve in 'WILL' modules (Tuula Löytty) 
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The initial complexity of the model has also been an issue for some partners. In this sense, the 

publication of a sample model2 (just for training purposes) showed the extent to which 

simplification can work and whether it is enough to be useful for policy makers. The successive 

versions of the model will have to take into account this issue. The final goal would be finding 

a balance between possible and feasible, and presenting the model in a way that can be easily 

understood and used by policy makers. 

The work done so far is important because it opens the way for future developments. Next 

versions of the model will be based on the initial framework presented here but now but with 

greater input from pilots. The advances of the foresight and text mining work packages will 

also give more inputs to work with. Version 2 of the model, due in month 12, will include 

improvements and specificities coming from both sides. Besides, version 2 will include 

mathematical formulas and real data, so that calibration and foresight can be implemented. 

  

 

2 The sample model can be consulted in the ISEE Exchange web 

https://exchange.iseesystems.com/public/antoni/PoliRural-webinar/index.html#page1 

https://exchange.iseesystems.com/public/antoni/polirural-webinar/index.html#page1
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5 Annex 1 POLIRURAL MODEL VERSION 1 

The model has been designed with STELLA ARCHITECT software version 1.9.2. Below an 

image of the nine pictures described in the text. 

 

Figure 20 Complete POPULATION module 
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Figure 21 Complete POST SCHOO WILL module 
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Figure 22 Complete WORKING AGE & ELDERLY WILL module 
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Figure 23 Complete LAND USE module 
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Figure 24 Complete AGRICULTURE module 
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Figure 25 Complete AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION module 
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Figure 26 Complete INFRASTRUCTURES / QUALITY OF LIFE module 
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Figure 27 Complete TERRITORIAL CAPITAL module 
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Figure 28 Complete RURAL EMPLOYMENT module 
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